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Expo Guide General Information

Wireless Internet

Wireless connectivity is located throughout the conference 
space. 

• SSID: LearningSolutions

• Password: Axonify

Sponsored by

Conference Mobile App

Download the best eLearning conference app in the industry! 
You can access session materials, create a custom schedule, 
find exhibitors, navigate the event, and much, much more.

Download the conference mobile app at  
LearningSolutions17.com/app.

You can also visit the iTunes app store or Google Play and 
search for LSCon 2017.

To log in to the mobile app, you will need the following:

• Email address: The email address you registered for the 
event with

• Password: learning

Sketchnote Gallery

As part of our celebration of creativity at Learning Solutions, 
we’re highlighting the ingenuity expressed via sketchnotes. 
Throughout the conference, a professional sketchnote artist 
will capture essential learnings from keynotes and other 
sessions and create educational works of art. You can find the 
growing collection in the Sketchnote Gallery.

Sponsored by

Conference Bookstore

BreakPoint Books will offer titles by your 
favorite authors, conference speakers, 
keynote presenters, and others.

Expo Reception 

Wednesday, March 22, 5:00p – 6:30p 

Enjoy appetizers, drinks, and conversation with colleagues, 
conference speakers, and friends from the companies in the 
expo. See you there! 

Sponsored by

DemoFest

Thursday, March 23, 5:00p – 6:30p

DemoFest is a fun and educational 
opportunity to see eLearning in action. 
Like a science fair, DemoFest is a collective 
showcase of eLearning examples where 
conference participants show off their latest 

projects. Attendees move from table to table, getting to see 
a wide variety of solutions to common eLearning challenges 
we all face and learning about the tools, technologies, and 
processes used to build them. 

Sponsored by
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Expo Guide Event Sponsors
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Expo Guide Event Sponsors

Expo Reception Sponsor

Wi-Fi Sponsor

Neck Wallet Sponsor

Bag Sponsor

DemoFest Sponsor

Wednesday Morning Coffee Service 
Sponsor

Lanyard Sponsor

Water Stations Sponsor

Sketchnote Gallery Sponsor

Wednesday Lunch Sponsor

Charging Station Sponsor

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS
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Booth 313

866.316.9126    |    www.designingdigitally.com
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LEARNING STAGES 
The learning stages at Learning Solutions Conference & Expo are led by speakers sharing insights and ideas and are packed with people 
who are eager to gain new information, skills, and knowledge. In addition to offering the opportunity to visit with dozens of exhibitors, the 
Learning Solutions Expo is a high-energy setting for three stages, each exploring a different topic and featuring sessions and speakers 
that showcase the best practices, hottest topics, and most innovative new ideas in learning.

Expo Guide Learning Stages

The Emerging Tech stage explores 
the technologies that are redefining 
what training and learning looks like in 
organizations. Sessions showcase the latest 
technologies, tools, and products that 
organizations are using to innovate their 
learning programs. The Emerging Tech 
stage gives you a chance to experience the 
learning technologies of tomorrow … today!

At the Strategic Solutions stage, you’ll 
encounter sessions that explore the 
approaches you can use today to develop 
and manage the strategy around your 
learning technology initiatives. Learn 
more about proven techniques and 
best practices that can help you plan, 
implement, and evaluate your solutions at 
all levels.

The Tools & Tech stage offers you 
an opportunity to explore the latest 
technologies used in delivering content. 
Sessions focus on emerging technologies, 
as well as new applications for the tools 
you already have. Learn from industry 
experts and your peers who are leveraging 
a variety of technologies that are 
transforming learning and performance.

Thank You to Our Expo 
Water Station Sponsor

Booth #402
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Expo Guide Learning Stages

WEDNESDAY—MARCH 22

10:00a – 10:45a

Using Your Mobile Device to 
Create Amazing Content 
Floro

11:00a – 11:45a

Augmented Reality: Taking a New 
Look at Old Technology 
Hyla, von Radowitz

Creating Empowering Sales 
Training: Simple Solutions That 
Won’t Break the Bank 
Cohen

Maximum Impact with Interactive 
Video 
Selby

12:00p – 12:45p

Prototyping and Designing 
Experiences: Turning Ideas into 
Reality 
Floro

Why Games? The “Attention” 
Economy 
Lowenthal

Speeding Up Your Workflow with 
Articulate 360 
Asch

1:00p – 1:45p

Using xAPI to Collect Learning 
Data from Simulations 
Aleckson, Jackson

Project Management: Just How 
Much Do You Need? 
Bell

Harnessing the Power of 
JavaScript for Rapid Course 
Development 
Stauffer

2:00p – 2:45p

Using Mobile Tech to Help 
Managers Engage with Their New 
Hires More Effectively 
Sellwood

Hacking Learning Innovation 
Mastin

Using a PowerPoint-Based 
eLearning Tool to Gamify Your 
Content 
Simon

3:00p – 3:45p

What Goes On Under the Hood: 
Why It’s Important to Know How 
to Code 
Altieri

Cohort, Support, Report: A 
Blended Learning Approach to 
Sales 
Sumpter, Vaughn

Creating a Mobile Learning 
Library with Modern Learning 
Technologies 
Lee

4:00p – 4:45p

The Path from Instructional Design 
to Learning Experience Design 
Rosenheck

Snag-Free Collaboration: 
Establishing an Effective Review 
Team and Process 
Evans

Incorporating Web Design Trends 
into eLearning 
Goslee

5:15p – 6:00p

It’s Time for the Family Feud: L&D 
Edition 
Dillon, Leaman
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THURSDAY—MARCH 23

10:00a – 10:45a

It’s Time to Rethink the LMS 
Leaman

Reaching Every Device with 
Articulate 360 
Asch

How to Choose an Authoring Tool: 
Essential Checklist 
Sheyahshe

11:00a – 11:45a

Using 360-Degree Video in Your 
Training 
Hildenbrand, Hollingshead

Reimagining the New-Hire 
Experience for the Modern 
Learner 
McKinley

Cheap and Free Design Tools and 
Resources 
Woods

12:00p – 12:45p

Virtual Reality and Your 
Organization: Transforming the 
Future of Training! 
Banerjee

Delivering Effective Interactive 
Health and Safety Training to the 
Front Lines 
Birmingham, Washburn

How to Support Formal and 
Informal Learning with a Single 
Solution 
Dunlap

1:00p – 1:45p

Sales Event Planning and 
Execution: Choose Your Own 
Adventure in Training 
Berry, Cole

Alpha, Beta, Gamma: Adding High 
Energy when Creating a New 
Onboarding Program 
McClurg, Stecker

What Is Adobe Animate and How 
Can It Help Me? 
Rourke

2:00p – 2:45p

The Future of Learning: Where 
Should You Focus Today? 
Floro

Practical Steps for Microlearning 
and Gamification 
Floman

Activity-Based Learning in a 
Virtual Environment 
Ackerman

Expo Guide Learning Stages
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Expo Guide Map
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Expo Guide Exhibitors

EXHIBITORS—LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

EXHIBITORS—LISTED BY BOOTH NUMBER

302 Adobe

202 ARTICULATE

308 Axonify

215 Blackboard Inc.

402 Bluewater

213 Bridge

316 C3 SoftWorks

600 count5

502 Dashe & Thomson

313 Designing Digitally, Inc.

413 dominKnow Learning Systems

408 eLearning Brothers

314 eLogic Learning

415 EthicsGame

416 eThink Education

109 ExtensionEngine

601 Focus EduVation, Inc.

608 GamEffective

505 GetConnect

515 Global eLearning

406 GM Voices

414 GoAnimate

207 HapYak Interactive Video

103 HT2 Labs

609 Hurix Systems Private Limited

217 IMPELSYS INC.

209 Indusgeeks

208 Ingenuiti

309 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.

218 Intuition

407 iSpring Solutions, Inc.

102 Jigsaw

602 Knowledgevision

607 LanguageLine Solutions

315 LearnUpon

508 LEO

105 Mobile Coach

206 Moonami

216 Omniplex, Inc.

205 OnPoint Digital

106 OpenSketch

506 Panviva, Inc.

610 Prosell Learning

417 Rapid Learning Deployment, LLC

317 Rapt Media

110 Remote-Learner

101 Riptide Elements

513 Sealworks Interactive Studios

307 Smart Sparrow

305 Soundview

214 Teach Up

517 The Game Agency

605 Thought Industries

108 Training Industry, Inc. 

418 Trivantis

507 tts

603 VoiceBox

318 WalkMe

201 Yukon Learning

101 Riptide Elements

102 Jigsaw

103 HT2 Labs

105 Mobile Coach

106 OpenSketch

108 Training Industry, Inc. 

109 ExtensionEngine

110 Remote-Learner

201 Yukon Learning

202 ARTICULATE

205 OnPoint Digital

206 Moonami

207 HapYak Interactive Video

208 Ingenuiti

209 Indusgeeks

213 Bridge

214 Teach Up

215 Blackboard Inc.

216 Omniplex, Inc.

217 IMPELSYS INC.

218 Intuition

302 Adobe

305 Soundview

307 Smart Sparrow

308 Axonify

309 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.

313 Designing Digitally, Inc.

314 eLogic Learning

315 LearnUpon

316 C3 SoftWorks

317 Rapt Media

318 WalkMe

402 Bluewater

406 GM Voices

407 iSpring Solutions, Inc.

408 eLearning Brothers

413 dominKnow Learning Systems

414 GoAnimate

415 EthicsGame

416 eThink Education

417 Rapid Learning Deployment, LLC

418 Trivantis

502 Dashe & Thomson

505 GetConnect

506 Panviva, Inc.

507 tts

508 LEO

513 Sealworks Interactive Studios

515 Global eLearning

517 The Game Agency

600 count5

601 Focus EduVation, Inc.

602 Knowledgevision

603 VoiceBox

605 Thought Industries

607 LanguageLine Solutions

608 GamEffective

609 Hurix Systems Private Limited

610 Prosell Learning
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302 Adobe PREMIUM SPONSOR

http://www.adobe.com/products/
captivate.html
+1.408.536.6000

Adobe is the global leader in digital media, digital marketing and 
eLearning solutions. Our tools and services allow our customers 
to create groundbreaking digital content, deploy it across media 
and devices, measure and optimize it over time, and achieve 
greater business success. Create, Publish and Manage your 
eLearning with Adobe Captivate, Adobe Presenter Video Express 
and Adobe Captivate Prime LMS—industry-leading, award-
winning eLearning solutions, for trainers, instructional designers, 
educators and business professionals.

202 ARTICULATE PREMIUM SPONSOR

https://www.articulate.com
+1.800.861.4880

Trusted by 60,000+ organizations worldwide, Articulate 
software, services, community, and content make it easy to create 
compelling courses for every device. Articulate 360 makes every 
aspect of e-learning course development simpler, faster, and less 
expensive. Subscribe to Articulate 360 to get everything you 
need to complete your e-learning projects, from start to finish. 
Articulate users can also find inspiration, guidance, and best 
practices on Articulate’s community, E-Learning Heroes. It’s the 
#1 community for course creators, with over 350,000 members 
worldwide, and it’s completely free to join.

308 Axonify PREMIUM SPONSOR

www.Axonify.com
+1.519.585.1200

Axonify’s promise is simple: To build employee knowledge that 
drives business performance. We do this with our Employee 
Knowledge Platform: award-winning, market-leading and focused 
on results. Different from a Learning Management System, and 
more than an eLearning solution, Axonify is for organizations 
that are ready to modernize, with a platform that continuously 
builds the knowledge employees need—in their heads or at 
their fingertips—to perform effectively on the job. Finally, you 
can empower your employees to know and do the right things, 
by replacing outdated and ineffective training methods with a 
modern approach that engages your most important resource—
your people!

215 Blackboard Inc.

www.blackboard.com/business
+1.202.463.4860

Blackboard is a partner in change for corporations and federal 
and municipal government. We help organizations provide 
today’s diverse employees with the flexible professional 
development, training, and online learning that they need to 
be successful. Through innovative technology and services, we 
enable learning online, on demand, and in real time.

402 Bluewater PREMIUM SPONSOR

https://www.bluewaterlearning.
com/learning-solutions-2017 
+1.972.208.6000

Learning and Talent leaders count on Bluewater—and our unique 
brand of consulting and partnership—to instill confidence, 
provide creative solutions, and deliver business results. And 
only Bluewater stays with you for the long run, partnering for 
ongoing administration, optimization, and reporting. So if you 
are dissatisfied with the typical tech-first approach to problem-
solving, consider Bluewater for a holistic partnership approach 
that guides clients through strategy formulation all the way to 
forwarding business outcomes and achieving long-term value.

213 Bridge

www.GetBridge.com
+1.844.203.0398

Bridge is a modern learning platform for businesses. Bridge 
allows for the ability to quickly create courses, monitor learning 
and offer feedback in real time, and update training material 
on the fly. Bridge is cloud-based and mobile, and employees 
can use it on any device, so organizations can deliver essential 
information to them anytime, anywhere. Everyone stays up to 
speed on products, policies, and the latest industry standards—
no lag time, no communication breakdowns. Invest in your 
employees and your company. Get Bridge, the learning platform 
that helps smart people do smarter things. Find out more at www.
GetBridge.com.
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316 C3 SoftWorks

www.c3softworks.com
+1.888.333.1969

Our powerful yet easy-to-use tools provide you with a 
customizable interactive presentation in minutes. Deliver your 
presentation in the classroom, over the web or during a webinar. 
Take your training to a whole new level by adding wireless 
keypads and get everyone in the game.

600 count5

www.TrainingReinforcement 
Software.com
+1.404.961.7350

count5 helps large enterprises improve training ROI by enabling 
an easily scalable and measurable reinforcement strategy for 
their important learning initiatives. We do this using a proven 
methodology and our learning reinforcement tool (called Q 
MINDshare). Using spaced learning techniques, Q reinforces 
content one spoonful at a time, accelerating training application 
in the field without impacting on-the-job productivity. One of the 
major strengths of the software is that the improved retention 
can be easily measured. Ideal audiences include sales, customer 
service, leadership and new hires. Learn more at booth #600 on 
your far right as you enter the exhibit area.

502 Dashe & Thomson SPONSOR

www.dashe.com
+1.612.312.0271

Dashe & Thomson provides custom training and communication 
services for organizations that are serious about improving 
workplace performance. Our mission is to ensure that knowledge 
of systems, procedures, and organizational information are 
transferred in the most effective form. Areas of expertise include 
Instructional Design and Curriculum Development, Video, 
eLearning and Blended Learning, Instructor-Led Learning, 
Learning Portals, Training Delivery, Change Management 
and Communication, and Documentation. Our programs are 
tailored to an organization’s software, processes, and people. To 
implement our solutions, we provide highly experienced teams 
who use proven processes and methodologies developed over 
our 35 years in business.

313 Designing Digitally, Inc. SPONSOR

www.designingdigitally.com
+1.866.316.9126

Engage your learners with fully customized training from 
Designing Digitally, Inc.! We create exciting eLearning, Serious 
Games, and Training Simulations with a specialized emphasis 
on gamification and game mechanics. We empower you to 
level-up in your training initiatives! The Designing Digitally, Inc. 
team builds every solution around the unique requirements and 
learning objectives of the content. Our thorough Needs Analysis 
process ensures your project meets your training goals and instills 
positive behavior change within your organization. Our priority 
is to develop an educational experience for your learners. And, 
our focus on gamification and game mechanics ensures it is also 
engaging and entertaining!

413 dominKnow Learning Systems

www.dominknow.com
+1.613.800.8733

For more than a decade, dominKnow has been creating 
eLearning software for small teams and large organizations. 
The dominKnow Platform is a content authoring and publishing 
solution designed to fully support an organization’s learning 
content strategy—with built-in tools and processes to ensure 
the right content gets to the right people at the right time. The 
platform allows organizations to collaboratively gather, create, 
review, reuse, deliver and measure content that can be used to 
help learners at multiple times of need—from formal learning 
to application on the job. dominKnow’s multi-award-winning 
solution outputs responsive and adaptive HTML5- and WCAG 
AA-compliant content and publishes to SCORM, AICC, xAPI and 
PENS standards.

408 eLearning Brothers SPONSOR

http://elearningbrothers.com/
+1.801.796.2767

We offer templates, cutout people, stock assets, PowerPoint 
graphics, medical imagery, and more in different libraries and 
packages so that you can get just what you need. Source files 
for Articulate Storyline, Adobe Captivate, Lectora, PowerPoint, 
Presenter, and more are included, giving you total control to 
customize each template as needed. We also offer award-winning 
custom development. From concept to completion, we delight 
our customers with deeply immersive and visually explosive 
eLearning experiences! Become the rock star!
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314 eLogic Learning

www.elogiclearning.com
+1.813.901.8600

Since 2001, eLogic Learning has been leading the industry 
in learning management system innovation and helping 
organizations achieve better business results through learning. 
Named the #1 Best All-Purpose Extended Enterprise LMS by 
Talented Learning in 2016 and the #1 LMS in Craig Weiss’ Top 50 
LMSs 2017 report, eLogic’s eSSential LMS has helped hundreds 
of companies, including Outback Steakhouse, Sage, and Massage 
Envy Spa increase productivity, save costs, and generate value. 
As a full-service learning solutions provider, eLogic offers clients a 
range of professional services and tools to successfully train and 
develop their most valuable asset: the people behind their brand.

415 EthicsGame

www.ethicsgame.com
+1.888.248.6974

EthicsGame is a provider of engaging online ethics education. 
We currently provide products and services in higher education, 
association and corporate markets. With dedicated online 
products for the business, nursing, education, health care, public 
administration, criminal justice, military and sports management 
professions, EthicsGame continues to position itself to meet the 
growing demand for practical tools for ethics education and 
training. In addition to experiential online activities for learners, 
EthicsGame also provides materials to better equip faculty 
members and facilitators. Contact us now at: sales@ethicsgame.
com for a complimentary preview of out tools or to learn more 
about our products and services.

416 eThink Education

www.ethinkeducation.com
+1.443.219.6957

Formed in 2008, eThink is a rapidly growing Certified Moodle 
Partner providing implementation, integration, and management 
services for the open-source learning platform Moodle in the 
Higher Education, Professional Education, and K-12 sectors. 
Moodle is the most widely used learning platform in the world. 
When hosted and managed by experts, Moodle can surpass the 
functionality of competing systems in the market. As proven 
by our 99% client retention rate, eThink’s Moodle cloud hosting 
services offer unrivalled performance and exceptional value.

109 ExtensionEngine

www.extensionengine.com
+1.888.822.2516

ExtensionEngine develops custom learning experiences, 
delivering next generation online and blended learning for 
universities, corporations, and not-for-profits. The company 
takes an innovative, unbundled, fee-for-service approach to 
strategy, instructional design, UX/UI, software development/QA, 
hosting/support and learner acquisition services. A privately held 
company based in Cambridge, MA, ExtensionEngine has launched 
over 70 online programs for more than 40 organizations.

601 Focus EduVation, Inc.

www.focuseduvation.com
+1.781.376.6922

Focus EduVation is part of the US $20 billion online education 
market and continues to harness emerging designing tools along 
with a team of superior content creators to enable a new era of 
teaching and learning. The portfolio of services includes, but is 
not limited to design and development of online courses, game 
and decision-based simulations, interactive case studies, scenario-
based learning modules and training videos. From building 
personalized learning experiences and leveraging game-based 
learning, Focus EduVation is bringing value-addition to new and 
existing online content. The customized content is supported 
with extensive analytics that enables better content engagement, 
leading to higher student retention.

608 GamEffective

http://www.gameffective.com/
+1.800.538.4263

GamEffective supercharges performance and learning through 
personalized gamification and real-time feedback. It uses 
threaded microlearning that is served using gamification; 
promoting daily learning that happens on the job and tied into 
real-time performance. The GamEffective platform can easily 
integrate with existing enterprise applications, providing a deep 
and effective gamification solution that significantly improves 
performance and is easily integrated into existing systems. 
GamEffective’s innovative gamification workforce performance 
platform is used by leading multinationals. GamEffective is a 2016 
Gartner Cool Vendor.
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505 GetConnect

www.GetConnect.com
+1.888.200.1831

GetConnect is an Adobe Connect Partner, Gold Level, an 
authorized Reseller, and an Adobe Solution Partner Recognition 
Winner. GetConnect works with Adobe™ to deliver the Adobe 
Connect solution to customers in all markets—commercial, 
education, non-profit and government. Adobe Connect is a 
versatile web communication solution delivering the best online 
experience for instructor-led learning and training, webinars to 
large audiences, and meetings. It powers critical solutions on 
virtually any device to fundamentally improve learning retention 
and productivity. GetConnect’ s founders are former Adobe 
employees who have worked with the product since day one, 
helping 1,500+ organizations implement this award-winning 
solution.

515 Global eLearning

www.globalelearning.com
+1.410.451.4297

Global eLearning is a division of Compass Languages dedicated 
to bringing specialized language solutions to the eLearning 
industry. Authentic localization is the term we have branded for 
communicating our commitment and assurance that all aspects 
of the source multi-media product are properly localized for 
the outcomes of engagement, comprehension, and application. 
Outcome driven: We are agile, adapting our solutions to budget 
constraints, schedule milestones, and level of engagement 
expected in the target audiences. Speed: No localization 
company has faster turnaround times than Global eLearning. 
We have the efficiencies, infrastructure, and global network of 
resources to execute in a 24/7 manner.

406 GM Voices

www.gmvoices.com
+1.770.752.4500

GM Voices: Professional audio production in any language. You 
spend a lot of time and energy building content to train your 
talent, but are your videos, modules and slideware effectively 
engaging your audience? Producing high-quality, professionally 
recorded voice narration in more than 100 languages and dialects, 
GM Voices helps organizations deliver compelling and impactful 
E-Learning audio in all formats, helping you to better develop 
your talent though clear and engaging voice-overs. Whether we’re 
delivering ready-to-use audio or adding overdubs or subtitles 
to your original visual/video content directly, trust GM Voices to 
enhance your training material for all team and business silos in 
any language.

414 GoAnimate

https://goanimate.com
+1.888.360.9639

Making a video used to be difficult, time-consuming, and 
expensive. Not anymore! GoAnimate is the leading cloud-based 
animated video creation platform. Features such as characters, 
character actions, backgrounds, props, camera movements, and 
lip-synced dialogue are all controlled by simple drag and drop 
tools. Videos could and should be everywhere. Businesses use 
them to explain complex topics, create interactive scenario-based 
eLearning, and even communicate soft skills training, such as 
ethics and harassment. Publish videos to courseware authoring 
systems or your LMS with just a couple of clicks. Making a video 
shouldn’t be a drag. It should be drag and drop!

207 HapYak Interactive Video

corp.hapyak.com
+1.617.657.9953

HapYak is the world-leading interactive video platform. We 
provide an intuitive platform for organizations to simplify and 
deepen the way they engage people through web video. Fortune 
500 companies use HapYak to engage prospects, train employees 
and measure their content marketing strategies. Universities use 
HapYak to engage learners, quantify online participation and 
implement flipped classrooms. HapYak works with all existing 
videos, across all video platforms. It is built on HTML5 with 
customization, extension and integration in mind. Join us and help 
make video work like the rest of the web. http://hapyak.com/

103 HT2 Labs

HT2Labs.com
+1.419.974.0197

The R&D company for learning and performance, HT2 Labs 
develops technologies that help make learning personal, social 
and measurable and provides solutions that can be tailored to 
an individual’s needs by adopting a standard way of talking 
about learning experiences: data. Owners of the award-winning 
Learning Locker LRS and Curatr Social Learning platform, we 
are widely respected in the industry for our innovative approach 
to game-based and social learning and our expertise in learning 
data analysis and xAPI. We have also recently released a new 
personal learning hub called Red Panda. We have won a number 
of industry awards for our products and projects, and are proud 
to work with a number of the world’s leading organisations and 
research institutions.
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609 Hurix Systems Private Limited

www.hurix.com
+91 7506933558

Hurix Digital is a content and mobility solutions provider. 
We build, distribute and manage compelling and engaging 
digital content across traditional and newer mobile platforms, 
formats and devices. Founded in October 2000, we have built a 
consistent track record of growth, profitability and excellence by 
developing mutually beneficial partnerships with our core clients. 
We work with almost all leading educational publishers and 
help them tackle and address the rapidly evolving educational 
marketplace with innovative and cost-effective solutions. Our 
500+ strong development teams in India are supported by 
account and project managers in North America, Europe and Asia 
in providing excellent service to our clients.

217 IMPELSYS INC.

http://www.impelsys.com/ 
+1.609.902.0801

Impelsys is a leading digital content delivery solutions provider to 
the global publishing and education market. We offer complete 
suite of solutions that help our clients through the entire 
digital product development life cycle and commercialization. 
We are providers of operational efficiency solutions that will 
drive significant operational improvements across the product 
development life cycle. We will help bring down costs, add value, 
bring out benefits and help create and sell digital products 
globally.

209 Indusgeeks

http://www.indusgeeks.com
+1.650.488.8072

Indusgeeks is a global leader in game-based training, business 
simulations and gamification solutions for all industry types and 
processes. We transform your training content into gamified 
experiences that millennial learners identify with. Our proprietary 
INIT platform ensures this transformed content works seamlessly 
with your existing learning management systems, desktops and 
mobile devices. Using innovative technologies like augmented 
and virtual reality, we transform your training content for sales, 
leadership and even healthcare into award-winning solutions, 
recently winning the 2016 Brandon Hall Gold for Learning Games 
and Simulations. Partner with us to transform your training 
content as Fortune1000 companies worldwide have over the past 
decade.

208 Ingenuiti SPONSOR

GLOBAL LEARNING SOLUTIONS

www.ingenuiti.com
+1.757.226.0999

Ingenuiti was founded in 1996 with an emphasis on supporting 
corporate globalization efforts. After becoming established as the 
most specialized localization company in the area of eLearning 
translation, Ingenuiti started supporting clients with their 
eLearning development needs. Ingenuiti is now a leading provider 
of global learning solutions, servicing clients with content 
conversion, eLearning development, and content translation. Our 
custom learning solutions and client tools help optimize user 
experience and learning retention for all of your content. It is our 
passion to support our clients and partners in their training and 
global communication efforts. For more information, please visit 
www.ingenuiti.com

309 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.

www.interproinc.com
+1.630.245.7169

Since 1995, Interpro has assisted organizations worldwide by 
providing them with quality foreign language translation services. 
Clients enjoy partnering with Interpro because of our proactive 
and transparent approach to doing business, our attention to 
detail and quality, and our turnkey service offerings. Interpro’s 
services include translation of eLearning modules, videos, training 
materials, documentation, website content, and software into the 
world’s most widely spoken languages. We work with file formats 
for a wide variety of applications, including Storyline 2, Captivate, 
Lectora, and Adobe Creative Suite.

218 Intuition

www.intuition.com
+1.212.838.7115

Intuition is a leading global knowledge management solutions 
company. With offices located worldwide, we have developed 
and deployed our award-winning products and services to 
many of the world’s leading corporate and largest public sector 
organizations for over 30 years. Our unrivaled end-to end 
capabilities help our clients optimize knowledge within their 
organizations to achieve real business objectives. Intuition helps 
organizations find and utilize knowledge in a meaningful way 
using a blend of domain expertise, best-in-class learning, and 
innovative learning technologies. By capturing and sharing 
this knowledge using Intuition’s solutions, your business and 
employees can be far more successful.
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407 iSpring Solutions, Inc. PREMIUM SPONSOR

http://www.ispringsolutions.com/
+1.844.347.7764

Founded in 2005, iSpring Solutions is an international software 
company that provides desktop and web-based solutions for 
e-Learning and content creation. Over 13,000 companies and 
1,500 educational institutions worldwide use iSpring tools to 
educate their employees and students. Perfect for any sector 
of business or education, iSpring helps teachers, trainers, and 
e-Learning pros create courses, quizzes and dialogue simulations 
fast and easy right in PowerPoint. Innovative publishing 
technology converts content to web or LMS format for flawless 
playback on any device.

102 Jigsaw

www.JigsawMe.com
+1.877.571.0004

Jigsaw provides technology for virtual training, coaching, 
collaboration and talent development. Jigsaw’s patented 
technology helps companies bridge the gap between the 
needs of their current workforce and the increasing number 
of millennials entering the workforce. Jigsaw addresses 
key concepts that drive millennials; using technology for 
collaboration, engagement, coaching and training. Jigsaw offers a 
multidimensional and activity-based learning environment. It’s an 
engaging and immersive environment that drives success through 
virtual teamwork and collaboration. Jigsaw documents all levels 
of performance and engagement to provide critical analytics 
to the organization. Jigsaw helps companies change their work 
environment to meet today’s workforce.

602 Knowledgevision

Knowledgevision.com
+1.781.259.9300

We’re more than just an online presentation platform. From 
hosting to visual analytics dashboards to interactive features—like 
embedded quizzes and video syncing—it’s never been simpler 
to create, host, and analyze your online content. Over 150,000 
users and 200 companies worldwide experience a new level of 
productivity and audience engagement with the Knovio video 
hosting solution. Knovio makes it easy to do more with your video 
and interactive media. Visit us at knowledgevision.com.

607 LanguageLine Solutions

www.LanguageLine.com
+1.888.763.3364

LanguageLine Solutions provides innovative, client-focused 
solutions for global companies. Our technology-driven solutions 
for localizing eLearning and other training materials, along with 
our unrivaled expertise with CMS, LMS and online applications, 
have made us an industry leader for over a decade. No other LSP 
can rival our reputation for customer service, breadth of language 
services, or depth of resources. In addition to being one of the 
largest language service companies in the world, we are also 
one of the few that offers translation, localization, interpretation, 
and testing as in-house core competencies. Contact us at 
+1.888.763.3364.

315 LearnUpon

www.learnupon.com
+1.888.908.3960

LearnUpon is a powerful learning management system that 
instantly simplifies online learning. LearnUpon is cloud-based, 
with a modern user interface that can be set up within hours, 
is easy to use, and is backed up by amazing 24/7 customer 
support. Hundreds of customers worldwide trust LearnUpon to 
train their employees, customers and partners. Customers include 
QuickBooks, Citrix, DocuSign, and Allstate. Includes multi-portals, 
eCommerce, and Salesforce integration, and supports SCORM 
and xAPI. LearnUpon makes it easy to learn on a fast, clean, and 
modern user interface that is responsive across all devices.

508 LEO SPONSOR

leolearning.com
+44 1273 728686

In a faster, more complex world than ever before, LEO sits 
alongside organisations to help them move learning to the 
heart of their business strategy. With an unrivalled combination 
of experience, expertise and capability, we design and deliver 
a strategic mix of world-class multi-device learning content, 
media, tools, and platforms. This enables us to deliver end-to-end 
learning architectures that fit seamlessly into global businesses 
and transform performance. LEO is part of Learning Technologies 
Group plc (LTG).
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105 Mobile Coach

www.try.mobilecoach.com/
learning-solutions
+1.888.977.2522

Mobile Coach effectively reinforces training by engaging learners 
in automated conversations on mobile phones. We’ve found that 
a conversational user experience is more effective in engaging 
learners in training follow-up than email, websites or smartphone 
apps. As a virtual coach, Mobile Coach interacts with learners just 
like a friend, through SMS or a messaging app. Your mobile coach 
is designed to remind, motivate, and hold learners accountable. 
Clients receive robust reporting capabilities to measure the ROI 
of training. Mobile Coach works with any employee initiative, 
from leadership training to onboarding to sales enablement. 
Our technology has found application in many industries from 
healthcare to finance, technology and consulting.

206 Moonami

moonami.com
+1.844.666.6264

Moonami provides hosting and support services for Moodle, 
Totara LMS and other leading open-source applications. As an 
official Moodle Partner, the firm provides a full range of Moodle-
specific services, including cloud-based hosting, implementation 
consulting, migration, customization, integration and multi-tier 
support. By combining the flexibility, scalability and power 
of the Amazon Web Services cloud platform with fanatical 
Moodle support, Moonami provides client organizations with a 
high-performance learning platform at a fraction of the cost of 
commercial learning management systems.

216 Omniplex, Inc.

www.omniplex.co 
+1.857.413.5339

Omniplex is an eLearning solutions provider, with offices 
located in the USA, UK and China. We have helped thousands 
of organizations and industries with their eLearning initiatives. 
Omniplex offers content development services through our 
content development division, Curism, training, consulting and 
software. We partner with outstanding vendors such as Articulate, 
Docebo, SumTotal, eLearning Brothers and Yukon Learning.

205 OnPoint Digital

www.onpointdigital.com
+1.912.898.9202

Engage, enable and enlighten your audience with personalized 
learning experiences that replace the prescriptive approach with 
highly graphical and tailored learning paths designed to lead 
users to both essential and optional learning in a more intuitive 
and compelling way than the typical “required assignments” 
lists of traditional LMS systems. OnPoint’s solutions go beyond 
the basics of on-demand content delivery, testing, competency 
tracking and reporting, adding a host of advanced features, 
including customizable and responsive UX design, social and 
gamification features, xAPI options and integrated LRS. All 
features are supported both online and via our CellCast Solution 
for mobile with native apps for Android, iOS and Windows 
platforms.

106 OpenSketch

http://www.open-sketch.com/
+1.727.216.3200

OpenSketch, a business unit of nThrive, is a full service 
healthcare education development group, and a division of one 
of the largest healthcare-focused education and competency 
management companies in the country. We offer a variety of 
learning tools including simulators, quizzes, interactive games, 
activities and tools, available through computers and mobile 
devices. OpenSketch offers a broad array of services that can 
be customized to fit your specific project scope. Our capabilities 
include user interface/user experience design, programming, 
creative design, content creation, instructional design—all 
delivered with a project manager-led team of experts to assist 
with your training initiatives.

506 Panviva, Inc.

www.panviva.com
+1.781.270.1569

Panviva is a cloud knowledge management system used 
by organizations to access critical information and improve 
employee efficiency, contributing to overall business growth and 
productivity. Panviva combines a proven methodology with its 
cloud-based software, providing real-time navigation that guides 
workers through complex policies, procedures, and systems and 
dramatically improving accuracy while cutting costs and training 
times. The solution can be up and running in less time than other 
performance support systems and allows workers to instantly 
find information. As a result, Panviva reduces training and time 
to competence, increases throughput and accuracy, increases 
employee engagement, and ultimately improves the customer 
experience.
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610 Prosell Learning

Prosell.com/onboard
+1.727.565.2300

Prosell Learning is an international Performance Improvement 
Consultancy established in 1985, with a US office in Clearwater, 
FL. We have worked with a diverse range of large corporate 
clients to enhance and refine the performance of sales and 
customer service teams through a combination of traditional 
classroom, coaching, and technology-based development 
initiatives. We have recently launched a digital onboarding 
solution that provides support for learners, accelerates ramp up 
to productivity, and increases retention.

417
Rapid Learning 
Deployment, LLC

PREMIUM SPONSOR

www.rapidld.com
+1.770.874.1190

Since 1999, rapidLD has helped its customers gain maximum value 
from human capital technology investments. Services include 
management consulting, implementation, content technology, 
integration, and operations. Products include rapidRoster and 
rapidConnect. Our content technology consulting has been 
built to help organizations move to the next generation of 
learning. Organizations are facing an explosion of providers 
and platforms serving content on demand, but the choices are 
overwhelming, and most lack a unifying strategy. rapidLD can help 
with our Learner Experience Assessment (LExC)—a consulting 
engagement designed to help organizations understand what 
their capabilities are to be a continuous learning organization.

317 Rapt Media

www.raptmedia.com
+1.888.383.0928

Rapt Media offers a compelling alternative to traditional video 
to engage and educate—one that speaks to your employees’ 
and consumers’ behaviors. Our cloud-based e-learning video 
platform provides a suite of authoring, hosting, and analytics 
tools that enable businesses to transform video content into user-
controlled, response-provoking, behavior-changing experiences.

110 Remote-Learner

www.remote-learner.com
+1.877.299.1293

Since 2002, Remote-Learner has served as the foundation of 
transformative learning environments, helping clients to achieve 
their unique strategic objectives while serving millions of users. 
Expanding from its origins as a hosting and support provider 
for Moodle™, the world’s most widely used open source learning 
management system, Remote-Learner also provides e-Learning 
solution development, instructional design, system integrations, 
program administration services, and site design that utilizes our 
Persuasive Design Strategies. Across North America, Remote-
Learner’s serves corporations, K-12 schools and districts, colleges 
and universities, non-profit organizations, and government 
agencies. For more information, visit remote-learner.com.

101 Riptide Elements

www.RiptideLearning.com
+1.321.296.7724

Ready to modernize your learning technology without replacing 
your LMS? Want deeper learning analytics that allow you to 
evaluate your training and connect it to performance to show 
clear ROI? Ready to reimagine your software training with in-
line training that lets users learn by doing and provides true 
competency-based assessments? Riptide Elements in Booth 101 
makes it easy to do all three!

513
Sealworks Interactive 
Studios

PREMIUM SPONSOR

sealworks.com
+1.800.460.6494

Sealworks develops custom solutions, blending design and 
technology with a focus on your audience to create amazing 
experiences. We can take an idea from concept through 
development to launch, with a road map to grow and expand as 
your needs evolve. Our team offers everything from planning, 
prototyping, design, and user interface to user experience design, 
development of mobile apps, courses, web apps, and tools 
to ecosystems. We utilize our LaunchCycle.com platform for 
managing products, teams, and tasks. We love partnering with 
clients to collaborate and develop amazing solutions.
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307 Smart Sparrow

www.smartsparrow.com
+1.855.777.9556

Smart Sparrow is a global EdTech company working at the 
cutting edge of learning technology. Pioneering active and 
adaptive elearning technology, Smart Sparrow believes in 
designing solutions that support great teaching and improve 
learner success. The Platform empowers instructors and course 
designers to create better online learning experiences that are 
personalized and engaging, and rich Learner Analytics enable 
continuous lesson improvement. Their award-winning Learning 
Design Studio collaborates with clients to help design and 
develop the best learning experiences possible.

305 Soundview

www.summary.com
+1.484.639.7424

For over 30 years, Soundview has been at the leading edge of 
professional development. We take concepts from top business 
resources, condensing them into informative leadership and 
management training materials. Your employees will have 
access to top-quality business content in an extensive array of 
formats. Our library is anchored by thousands of business book 
summaries, reviews, author interviews, and concise, informative 
training videos. We also provide full online courses, insightful 
newsletters, and live webinars with the top minds in business. 
Simply put, Soundview’s Corporate Library brings the most 
innovative and informative business content right to your 
employees’ fingertips.

214 Teach Up

trial.teachup.com
+33.695034446

Teach Up is an innovative authoring tool that allows to rapidly 
create and share collaborative and adaptive e-learning. Easily 
transform your flat training content (PowerPoint, PDF, Word, 
video, audio…) into highly interactive e-learning. Improve learning 
outcomes by individualizing each user’s experience thanks to our 
12 intelligent algorithms. Capture and cultivate knowledge within 
and across your organization. Stop by and explore how Teach Up 
can make e-learning come alive on any device, with or without an 
LMS, on time and on budget.

517 The Game Agency

thegameagency.com
+1.203.604.5635

The Game Agency is an award-winning digital agency and video 
game development studio with expertise in creating games and 
gamified solutions that drive increased engagement, awareness 
and retention. We help to improve adoption and measure results 
in order to optimize the effectiveness of our client’s campaigns. 
Since 2007, TGA has deployed over 300 Powered By Play™ 
marketing, training and educational games and campaigns for 
Fortune 500 companies.

605 Thought Industries

www.thoughtindustries.com
+1.866.206.4011

Thought Industries is ‘Powering the Business of Learning’ with the 
world’s first Learning Business Platform. More than just an LMS, 
the Thought Industries Learning Business Platform is empowering 
businesses to easily create, monetize, and scale online learning 
initiatives to consumers, professionals, customers, partners, 
and more. Create beautiful white-labeled learning sites, deliver 
interactive and engaging online learning experiences to users 
globally, and generate revenue leveraging the most powerful 
monetization options on the market—all from a single platform. 
Interested in learning more? Visit www.thoughtindustries.com 
to discover how Thought Industries is ‘Powering the Business of 
Learning.’

108 Training Industry, Inc.

Trainingindustry.com
+1.866.298.4203

Training Industry, Inc. is the most trusted source of information on 
the business of learning, delivering best-in-class content through 
TrainingIndustry.com and the award-winning Training Industry 
Magazine. Its Certified Professional in Training Management 
(CPTM™) program is based on extensive research on high-
performing training organizations. Training Industry, Inc. also 
provides comprehensive market research and marketing support 
for companies whose products and services address the needs of 
training professionals.
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418 Trivantis

Trivantis.com
+1.513.929.0188

Trivantis® is the maker of Lectora®, the world’s leading eLearning 
authoring software used by large enterprises, small and mid-sized 
businesses, government agencies, and educational institutions in 
more than 125 countries. Since our company’s founding in 1999, 
we’ve provided powerful eLearning solutions for companies of 
all sizes. Today, we have your complete eLearning solution—from 
content creation tools to the CourseMill® learning management 
family. We have the solution for you—whether you want desktop 
or cloud development. Want to deliver mobile learning to 
employees anywhere, anytime? We have a tool for that too. Stop 
by our booth to learn about our new Responsive Course Design™ 
(RCD) feature available in Lectora 17 and Lectora Online.

507 tts SPONSOR

www.tt-s.com
+1.646.825.3070

tts is a global provider of award-winning software for corporate 
learning, performance support and user adoption. Its core 
product, tt performance suite, allows organizations to turn 
knowledge into workplace performance and is the current 
Brandon Hall Gold winner for Performance Support Technology 
and Silver for Content Authoring Technology. The tts portfolio is 
complemented by consulting and content production services. 
Our unique technology is used by over 4.5 million users and 
backed by 280 employees in 10 offices around the world.

603 VoiceBox

voiceboxagency.co.uk 
+44 (0)1792 450979

VoiceBox is a specialist multimedia agency that boosts eLearning 
engagement through voice overs and subtitles. As one of the 
world’s leading eLearning voice over providers, we produce over 
a hundred hours of eLearning modules per week. What’s more, 
our voice over artists have years of studio experience, adding 
professionalism and credibility to training modules to ensure 
maximum engagement. From script translation and transcreation 
to performing quick turnaround studio sessions, VoiceBox’s 
bespoke service caters for every stage of eLearning voice over 
production. In addition to our extensive range of US and British 
English speaking talent, VoiceBox is also home to some of the 
world’s finest multilingual voice overs.

318 WalkMe

https://www.walkme.com/
+1.855.492.5563

WalkMe helps enterprises simplify the online experience by 
providing a cloud-based platform that guides and engages 
employees through any online task. WalkMe’s human-like 
algorithm delivers contextual guidance that is specific to each 
employee’s role, tasks, and permissions. Employees receive 
immediate onscreen step-by-step guidance at the time of need, 
helping them successfully perform their most important tasks, 
no matter how complex. WalkMe improves training effectiveness, 
eliminates user confusion and costly human errors, and ultimately 
ensures lasting impact on employee productivity, while reducing 
training costs. WalkMe has won 23 industry awards, and it is used 
daily by over 1000 enterprises, including many Fortune 500 
companies.

201 Yukon Learning SPONSOR

www.yukonlearning.com
+1.804.381.0781

At Yukon Learning, our focus is not on doing all things, but some 
things really well. Our mission is simple and can be expressed 
in one sentence: “Making e-Learning Easy for Everyone.” We 
do that by providing certified Articulate™ training, content, and 
development for both organizations and individuals. We are 
proud to have worked with organizations large and small around 
the world, partnering with them to deliver engaging e-Learning. 
We offer proven products, as well as custom e-Learning and 
simulations tailored to your unique needs. All the while, our 
goal is to empower you with the skills you need to embrace 
e-Learning...making for a true partnership.
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